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SECTION 1

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

ORGANIZATION

1. The Aircraft Detection Corps is organized and admini-
stered by the Royal Canadian Air Force for the purpose
of reporting the presence and/or movements of hostile or
imidentified aircraft, suspicious vessels and troops other

than those of the United Nations. Such reports are trans-

mitted by established communication systems to the various

defence forces so that appropriate action may be taken im-

mediately.

2. Together with the officers of the Royal Canadian Air
Force who administer the Aircraft Detection Corps, the

personnel consists of civilians who volunteer to act as tech-

nical advisers, regional directors, associate regional direc-

tors, chief observers and official observers. Watching and
reporting by observers are of the utmost importance as this

provides the advance warning necessary for defensive action.

This work, however, is of such nature that it normally will

not interfere with the observers' regular occupations. It is

desired that observers develop a spirit of pride and co-

operation in making the Aircraft Detection Corps a reliable

efficient service for supplying speedy and accurate informa-
tion.

3. The ADC observers report their observations by tele-

phone, telegraph or wireless to Reporting Centres whence
reports are relayed to ADC Headquarters. Headquarters
pass these reports to fighter and bomber squadrons, anti-

aircraft and coastal defence batteries, naval units and
civilian Air Raid Precaution organizations, for ac tion.

PERSONNEL

4. Technical Advisers.—Civilians who act in an advisory
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capacity as to organization and communication requiie-

mcnis.

5. Regional Directors:—The regional director is assigned

a district. These districts vary greatly in si/.c but are

relatively large. He selects such assistants as he feels will

be necessary, and a suitable chief observer for each observa-

tion post area in his district. Close contact will be main-
tained between himself and ADC Area Headquarters and
he will be considted on communication problems, observer

coverage, etc.

('. Associate Regional Directors:—Civilians who assist

regional directors in supervising chief observers and official

observers. They are not assigned any particular district

and are usually men who travel extensively.

7. Chief Observers.—A chief observer is to be selected by
the regional director for each observation post area of ap-

proximately 48 square miles in his district. The chief

observer will select official observers and will arrange duty
watches so that, if possible, at least one observer will be on
watch at all times in the observation post area over which
he (or she) has supervision. Each chief observer will deal
directly with ADC Area Headquarters, but will discuss such
problems as arise with, and be supervised by his or her
regional director. Each chief observer is directly respon-
sible for the organization and efficient operation of the

Corps within his or her observation post area.

8. Official Observers.—Official observers are to be selected

by chief observers in sufficient numbers to man adequately
each observation post area (48 square miles) and, if pos-
sible, to maintain watch 24 hours daily. These official

observers may be either men or women. Official observers'
reports are transmitted directly to ADC reporting centres.

Reports are not to be passed to chief observers or regional
directors. Observers will not be liable for any charges in-

volved in forwarding ADC reports by telephone, telegraph,
wireless, etc. Instructions have been issued to all com-
munication companies to transmit such calls at no cost to
I he observer. Observers are to give notice of resignation.
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OBSERVATION POSTS

9. An observation post is that place from whicli an official

observer maintains watch. An observation post area covers

approximately 48 square miles. Observation posts are

established where some rapid means of message transmis-

sion is available. Each observation post is identified by a

code name.

EQUIPMENT FOR OBSERVERS

10. Each observer should have an accurate time piece and
be equipped with, or adjacent to, some means of message
transmission such as telephone, radiophone, telegraph set,

wireless transmitter, etc.

1 1

.

To aid observers in making accurate reports, informa-
toin and instructions will be provided by regional directors,

chief observers and/or ADC Headquarters, and the follow-

ing articles will be provided:

(a) Official observer report forms

(b) A direction indicator

(c) Informative bulletins

12. In addition to the above items which are furnished,

the observer will find the following articles useful:—sun
glasses, binoculars and radio receiver.

13. The direction indicator should be located where it will

be plainly visible from the observer's observation post with
its north point pointing towards true north (map north)

.

METHODS OF REPORTING

14. By Telephone.—Call the telephone operator and ask

to be connected with "Aircraft Detection Corps". Oper-
ators will know how to handle your call. When the answer
"Aircraft Detection Corps" is received, give your report.

In certain areas ADC observers' reports are routed by the

communication companies to a reporting centre located in

the United States. The answer to such telephone calls will
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be "Army Flasli"—\vluch is ihc signal to the observer to

rep>ort the message in the reguhir manner.

1.'). By Telegraph or Wireless.—Contact your designated

office or station and direct report to "Aircraft Detection

Corps". Operator will forward report to proper reporting

centre according to standing instructions.

IMPORTANCE OF SPEED IN REPORTING

16. Due to the higli speed and destructive power of mod-
ern aircraft, it cannot be too strongly impyressed on all mem-
bers of the .Aircraft Detection Corps that it is on their watch-

fulness and ability to furnish and handle reports speedily

and accurately that the success of the whole ADC organiza-

tion depends. Hombing planes travel at approximately 4

miles per minute, so that even one minute's delay in reports

being received may result in needless loss of life and prop-
erty. First reports are of primary importance and if de-

layed, may mean the difference between a successful and an
unsuccessful defence.

17. The above also applies to reports of submarines or

other suspicious vessels. Such reports received immediately
after the sighting may permit our patrol planes to make an
attack.

TRAINING — ADC PRACTICE FLIGHTS

18. To test and give practice to observers in reporting, and
to operators of communication companies in the transmit-
ting of ADC reports, exercises involving the flight of aircraft

over designated areas will be carried out periodically. Re-
ports are to be made in the usual manner and on the official

observer report form.

19. Day exercises utilizing usual types of aircraft will re-

quire notification to observers either by mail, telephone or
radio except in those areas where observers have been in-

structed to report all aircraft movements over their observa-
tion posts. Notification is unnecessary and will not be
given for night exercises or for those flights wherein a

strange type of aircraft is used.
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WARNING TO OBSERVERS

20. During times of emergency, ADC Headquarters will,

if possible, provide advance warning to ADC observers of
the approach of raiding aircraft. Normally this will not
be possible, and observers are urged to act independently
and not rely on a warning signal to place them on the alert.

21. Radio or telephone may be utilized to warn ADC
observers to be especially on the alert for raiders or our
own aircraft or vessels in distress. Details of procedure to

be used will be forwarded to observers separately.

DUTIES OF OFFICIAL OBSERVERS

22. Observers are to report immediately by telephone,
telegraph or wireless the presence and movement of all air-

craft, submarines, suspicious surface vessels, unidentified

groups of civilians and troops other than those of the

United Nations. All incidents which would indicate

sabotage are also to be reported. Information reported is

not to be discussed except with the defence forces and/or
police.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVER INSTRUCTIONS

28. Aeroplanes to be Reported

(a) Report all aircraft seen or heard, unless notified to

the contrary. Local flying around an airport or sea-

plane base positively identified as friendly need not

be reported.

(b) Planes forced to land. Planes that are lost or in

trouble while still in the air. Trouble may be shown
as follows:

(i) Plane circling

(ii) Rockets being fired or flares dropped

(iii) Engine misfiring or not sounding right

(c) Planes flying below 500 feet over towns, villages, or

houses. Report exact positions, time, height, and
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(oloi. lom'tlui \viili luiinbt'i or oilici maikiiig?* on
plane.

(d) Planes partieipaiing in prat lice exercises tor ADC
obseiNers ^^hiell yon have been told to report.

Vessels to be Reported

(a) All snbmarincs, strange trawlers, coasters, and other

snspieions marine crait (large or small) oil the coast or

in out ol ihe \\a\ anchorages. NEVER MEN 1 ION
IHE NAME C)E AN ALLIED SHIP IN REPORIS.

(b) AH boats in tionble; also shipwrecked crews antl

wreckage.

Persons or Incidents to be Reported

(a) Soldiers, sailors or airmen other than those ot ihc

United Nations.

(b) Strangers that yon think may be about to do damage
to planes, boats, barracks, railways, power plants, tele-

phone or telegraph lines, wireless stations, water sup-

plies, factories making war materials, etc. Note the

license nnml^er ii a car or truck is used. Report this

information direct lo the R.C.M.P. or other police

in your district as well as to "Aircraft Detection
Corps".

(c) Any strange signalling or flashing lights.

(d) Transfeis of persons or supplies betw^een ship and
ship or between ship and shore.

(e) Persons attempting to rent small boats; this applies

not only to strangers but to persons who may have
visited yoiu' district before.

(f) Things tinown from vessels, such as drums or any-
thing bulkv.

(g) Cadies of supplies (gasoline or food).

(\\) Anv unusual camping gioinu! on or near the coast

or alouii ri\ers.

(i) Wireless stations or rixlio sending equipment in out
of the wav places.
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26. Report Exactly as Follows

(a) By TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, or WIRELESS-

AND DO IT FASTI

(b) Tell the operator you have a report for the "Aircraft

Detection Corps". The operator
^^J ^^^^^^^^9,^

and WHERE to send your report. VOU PAY NU
MONEY FOR THESE CALLS OR TELEGRAMS.

(c) Report according to the official observer report form.

(d) Speak slowly and clearly; ask your operator to repeat

for you if the line is bad.

27. Important Things to Do or Note

(a) Familiarize yourself with silhouettes of planes and

ships.

(b) Accompany your regional director or chief observer

on an organized visit to an airport or R.C.A.l?.

Station to receive instruction in aircraft recognition.

Do not discuss anything you see or hear there except

with other observers or with the R.C.M.P. or other

police or defence forces (Navy, Army and Air Force).

(c) Do not talk about matters which you report as this

might hinder action by our defence forces or the

R.C.M.P. or other police.

OFFICIAL OBSERVER REPORT FORM

28 The official observer report form should be used (see

Specimen, Appendix A.) In certain areas special report

forms may be necessary for reporting other than aircratt

movements.

(a) Observation Post Code Name.— (example, ''Baffin

10") Your observation post code name immediately

indicates to ADC reporting centres where aircraft

were observed and where the observer's report

originated. Observers at sea may report their posi-

tion by latitude and longitude.

(b) Seen or Heard.—- (example, "Seen")

.

(c) Aircraft Heading.— (example "Northwest") .
Observ-

ers should become familiar with the points of the

compass so as to be able to determine the direction of

flight. (See para. 13) . Knowledge of the direction
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fioin yom obNci vaiioii posi of a fixed object such as a

rluiKM spire, mountain, building, etc., will aid in

deterniinnig the direction in which aeroplanes are

heading.

(d) Distance from Observation Post.— (example, "^").

Give distanc e in nearest mile or if diiectly over the ob-

servation post say "Ox'erhrad". Knowledge of distance

of fixed objects such as a mountain, building, etc.,

from observation post will aid in estimating distance.

(e) Location of Planes from Observation Post.— (example,

**East") . Location should be given as the direction

from the post in which observer first views aircraft.

Knowledge of direction in which fixed objects lie

from observation post is helpful.

(f) Number of Aircraft.— (example, "4")
. If the exact

nimibcr of aircraft cannot be given, report as "Few"
or "Many".

(g) Altitude (Height) .-(example, "Medium"). If the

height cannot be estimated, give as "Low", "Medium
or "High".

"Low".—up to 2,000 feet. Detailed features and
markings clearly discernable.

"Medium".-2,000 to 6,000 feet. Only general fea-

tures distinguishable.

"High".—above 6,000 feet. Aircraft appears very

small; no features can be distinguished.

(h) Type.— (example, "2 engine, monoplane")

.

(i) Time of Observation.— (example, "3.45 p.m.")

.

(j) Specimen Message.—Completed as outlined above.

"Baffin 10 seen Northwest 3 East 4 medium 2 engine
monoplane 3:45 p.m."

(k) Special Reporting.—In reporting "special incidents"

give as many details as possible with particular em-
phasis on the exact location such as town, highway,
bay, cape, etc. All such information assists in judg-

ing the reliability of the report and deciding the de-

fensive action necessary.
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APPENDIX A

REPORTING SHIPS AND PERSONS
s

29. In order to report accurate information regarding
ships, unidentified persons such as para-troops, etc., special

report forms may be necessary in certain areas. The same
care should be used in "special" reporting as is necessary

in using the official observer report form.

CERTIFICATES OF APPOINTMENT

50. Technical advisers, regional directors, associate region-

al directors, chief observers and official observers will be is-

sued with certificates of appointment establishing their mem-
bership in the Aircraft Detection Corps.

This is to Certify that

P.O. address

has been appointed a Technical Adviser in the Aircraft

Detection Corps of tiie Royal Canadian Air Force.

Date 194

{ Countersigried

)

R.C.A.r. H'XtAB

H.Q. to«s-a-»7

yiJfLjuK^,^*^,^..*-^

TECHNICAL ADVISER
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9iicraft Detection Corp£J

ROY AT CANAm AN AIR FORCE

This IS TO Ci kill \ him

P.O. address ^^^
has been appomicd a Regional Diicnor in the Aircrnft

Detection Ct>ips of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

Date .. ..^tt; 10 i

(Countersigned)

K.C.A.F. R-1|4a><-

M.Q. •••.n>ll40
n ^<W*' -<'-

REGIONAL DIRECTOR

aircraft detection Corpsi

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR<*ORCE

This is to Certify that . ^^^^___

P.O. address j^^-- ^T^..

has been appointcidr an Associate Regional Director in the

Aircraft Detectjarn Corps of the Ro\ a! Canadian Air Force.

Date 191

y
(Ctx 1 ""'"ifi^ed

)

2M.8-42 2«OS J^ ^S€M. o< <̂«, -

ASSOCIATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR
[13]



aircraft ©election Corpg
royal canadian air force

This is to Certify that

P.O. address

has been appointed a Chief Observer in the Aircraft Detection

Corps of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

Date 194 :.

(Countersigned)

R.C.A.P. R.lt4C
aoO-2>4ft 1 97S
H.Q. 8eB-R.1l4C

em tf^o < *

CHIEF OBSERVER

Aircraft ©etection Corpjf

ROYAI. CANADIAN AIR FORCE

This is to Certify that

P.O. address

has been appointed an Official Observer in the Aircraft Detection

Corps of the Royal Canadian Air Force for Observation.

Post Number

Date 194

R.C.A.F. R-!t4
5M.2.42 REVISED 1763
H.Q. »oe2-3.97

(Countersigned)
'

m~i>̂ -^'-

OFFICIAL OBSERVER
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SHCnOiN 2

AlRCRAFi RECOGNITION

TYPES OF AIRCRAFT

51. A landplane has an iiiulci carnage fitted witli ulieels to

hold ilie tusclagc clear when moving on land.

.Sli. A seaplane has an undercaiiiage liued with lloats lu

hold the lubclagc clear when moving on water.

:):>. A flying boat has a inselage or hnll ot boat shape which

actually rests on the water. Small Uoats may be added near

the wing tips to steady the hull when manoeuvring.

34. An amphibian is a seaplane o ra Hying boat fitted with

retractable wheels to enable it to alight on land as well as

on water.

CLASSES OF AIRCRAFT

hi). Monoplane.—An aircraft with a single main lifting

plane. When this plane meets the fuselage at the bottom
of the aircraft, it is said to be "low wing"; when it meets the

fuselage in the middle, it is "mid wing"; when it meets the

fuselage at the top, it is "high wing"; and when it is carried

above the fuselage, it is "parasol wing".

36. Biplane.—An aircraft with two (upper and lower)

main lifting planes.

PARTS OF AN AIRCRAFT

37. Fuselage.—The main structure or body of most types

of aircraft which encloses the pilot, crew and equipment,
and to which the wings and tail are attached.

38. Lifting Planes or Wings.—The main planes of an air-

craft.
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39. Undercarriage.—The landing unit o£ an airciatt, in-

cluding the wheels, axles and attachment to the fuselage or

wings, and the tail wheel. In most aircraft this under-

carriage folds up partially or completely to reduce air resis-

tance, and is then termed "retractable". On certain types,

the tail wheel has been replaced by a nose wheel, and is

known as the "tricycle" type undercarriage.

40. Struts.—The wooden or metal supports between the

planes of a biplane. A monoplane may have struts between
fuselage and the underside of the plane.

41. Tail Unit.—The rear portion of an aircraft compris-

ing:

-

(a) Tail planes and elevators.—Horizontal planes may
be fixed on the centre, at the top or at the bottom
of the tail of the fuselage. In some cases, they may
be mounted above the fuselage and supported by
struts.

(b) Fin and Rudder.—Vertical planes, which may be of

the single type mounted on the centre line of the

tail of the fuselage, or of the twin type mounted at

or near the outside edges of the tail planes.

42. Nacelle.—The engine housing of an aircraft when not
forming part of the fuselage, e.g., when the engines are

mounted in the wings.

43. Gun Positions.—These may be in any position protrud-

ing above, below, on sides or at the ends of the fuselage, and
are generally glazed. When the housing is dome shaped
and can be made to rotate, it is named a "gun turret".

44. Cabin or Cockpit.—The portion of the fuselage which
houses the pilot and controls.

45. Engines.—May be of the air cooled "radial" type hav-

ing a blunt appearance, or of the "in line" type with a

pointed appearance.
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CONSTRUCTIONAL TERMS

46. 1 lie from and rear edges of the wings are called the

'"leading" and "trailing" edges respectively.

47. The portion of the wing which is atta( lied to the fuse-

lage is known as the "wing root". At the other end is the

"wing tip".

48. The "chord" is the distance between the leading and
the trailing edges of the wing.

49. The "wing span" of an aircraft is the measurement
from wing tip to the wing tip.

50. When one plane of a biplane is of greater span than

the other, the overlap is known as the "extension".

51. An inclination of the wings from the horizontal as

viewed from the front or the rear is known as "dihedral",

if the inclination is upward. Tf downward, it is known as

"anhedral".

52. If one wing of a biplane is set in advance of the other,

the wings are said to be "staggered".

RECOGNITION FEATURES

5.8. There are three main aspects which an aircraft may
present to a ground observer, and the following^ should be
looked for:

(a) The approaching or receding view—direct or oblique:

—

(i) Size and general appearance—monoplane or bi-

plane.

(ii) Wings— if a monoplane—high, mid, low or para-

sol wing type; if a biplane—extensions.

(iii) The presence or absence of dihedral— if present,

whether it begins at the wing roots or at some
point along the wing.

(iv) The number of engines and their position.
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(v) Undercarriage—fixed or retractable.

(vi) Tail unit—position on fuselage; single or double
fin and rudder and, if double, then position on
the tail plane.

< (b) The side view:—
(i) Fuselage—general shape.

(ii) Engines — whether radial (blunt) or in line

(pointed type)

.

(iii) Undercarriage—fixed or retractable.

(iv) Wing position on a monoplane if visible.

(v) Tail unit—the silhouette of the tail unit in detail,

particularly the size, shape and position of the

fin(s) and rudder (s).

(vi) The position and size of the glazed portions such
as cockpits and gun turrets.

(c) The overhead view:

—

(i) The shape of the fuselage and the amount it

projects in front of the wing.

(ii) The number and type of the engines and the

amount they project.

(iii) Wings—the wing shape; the amount of taper and
where it begins on leading and trailing, edges;

the shape of the wing tips; flaps, if visible.

(iv) The junction of the wings and fuselage—whether
fairings are fitted, giving a curved appearance,
or if there is a distinct angle.

(v) The shape and position of the tail plane, and
whether the fuselage projects beyond it.

CAMOUFLAGE

54. Different nations tend to adopt different patterns and
combinations of colour as camouflage on fuselages and the
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under sides ot ihc wings. .\ knowledge ol iliesc may assist

in lecoi'^nition. but it must be reali/ei! that tlie markings
will seldom be visible at a distance, and that aircralt (olours
react verv diirerenilv on the eve in varvini* atmospheric con-
(.iiiions. For early recognition, therefore. (U)servers must
rely mainlv on constructional haiures.

G -'INL'KAL

55. To be rccogni/ed. an :iir(rafi must be watched con-
tinuously as any nioniciltary turn or change in course may
leveal some feature which will give a clue to its identity.
Recognition, however, will not usually depend on one par-
ticular featuic, but on the general appearance of the aii-

craft as a whole. Remember, that as seen from the ground
flie view presented by an aircraft will generally be a com-
bination of several parts which merge into one another.
It is all the more important, therefore, that personnel should
bt so familiar with the general appearance of aircraft likely
to be seen that even an unusual view will present little diffi-

culty in recognition.
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(APPENDIX A) AIRCRAFT DET
OFFICIAL OBSl

REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS

1 Report by telephone, telegraph or >vireless-m order shown (A). (B), (C). ei

2. Ask operator for "Aircraft Detection Corps": then pass your report.

3. Speak clearly and distinctly.



ITION CORPS
ER REPORT

TYPE

Engine

: cnfinc

cnginc

enpinc

onoplane
Biplane

iH>

Time
of

Obsrr^«tion

A.M.

P.M.
(Local Timi^

(1)

1SPECIAL REPORTING

In reporting submarines, pinnc crashes, shipwrecks

and other unusual happenings, give the following:

(a) Exact location.

(b) Observers name and telephone number.

ic) Nearness to submarine, crash, etc.

(d) Names of other witnesses, if any.

(c) Full details of occurrence.

J)

3.^p 7r\
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APPENDIX B

Glossary of Frequently Used Names and

Abbreviations

/IDC—Aircraft Detection Corps.

A Her0725.—Hinged flaps on the trailing edge of the wings,

near the tips, which provide lateral control. They are so

coupled that one is raised as the other is lowered. By
this means the pilot executes the movement known as

"banking".

Air Brakes.—See Dive Brakes.

Aircraft.—hand planes, seaplanes or flying boats and airships.

Altitude.—
j

i

Low - to 2,000 feet.
|

Medium - 2,000 to 6,000 feet. !

High — above 6,000 feet.

Amphihian.—A type of aircraft which, being provided with
a hull or floats in addition to a wheeled undercarriage,

can operate from land or water.

Associate Regional Dn-^c/or.—Civilian who assists regional

directors in supervising chief observers and official

observers.

Backswept.—See Sweepback.

^a)*.—Biplane wings are supported by interplane struts

which subdivide the span into sections termed "bays".
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fiip/<i>"" — Xirnntr with two \\in'_^s. one over I he other.

j5,7j,_Self expl.iiiaion leiiu iisetl to indicnte a curved in-

dentation. (See Cut away).

Bracrd.—Suriiiccs supported by wires or external rods or

struts arc said to be "braced". (See Cantiln'rr).

Camber.—The curvature of the upper or lower surface of

a wing, etc.

Cantilcx'cr.—A i\pe of construction used mainly in connec-

tion with wings, fins, tailplanes, and undercarriages

which do not make use of external supports such as

rods or struts. Most modern aircraft have cantilever

construction throughout.

Ceiling (A i'sol u te).—Height beyond which the aircraft can-

not climb, and at which only one speed of flight is

possible.

Ceiling (Sen>ice).—Height beyond which the rate of climb

falls below 100 feet per minute.

Certificate of Appointment —A card signifying appointment

as a member of the Aircraft Detection Corps.

Chief 065^n7^r.—Civilian who organizes and supervises

official observers in an observation post area.

C/?or^.—Width of a wing from leading to trailing edge
measured in a straight line, disregarding camber.

Cor25en/fl/o?^.—Colloquial description of the large glazed

roof enclosing the cockpit of certain planes. Also
termed "greenhouse".
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Coiuling.—The sheet metal cover o£ streamlined form which
more or less encloses the engine. On radial engines the

cowling is usually combined with an exhaust collector

ring and air-cooling ducts.

Cut-Axvay.—Denotes that the regular outline of a wing or

elevator is cut away, for example, to enlarge the pilot's

field of view^ or to give rudder clearance. Also termed
"cut-out".

Defence Forces.—Navy, Army and Air Force on active service.

Dihedral.—The angle between each wing and a horizoiual

line when the wings are tilted upward toward the wing
tips. When the wings are tilted downw-ard tow^ard the

tips, as in the first few feet from the fuselage of wings

with an inverted gull wing design, the angle is referred

to as "negative dihedral" or "anhedral".

Dive Brakes.—¥la.ps, movable surfaces which in nonual fliglu

lie parallel to the air-flow. During a dive, these "air

brakes" can be turned through 90° to increase head
resistance, thereby reducing the diving speed. (See

Flaps).

Elevator.—The hinged portion of the tailplane by means of

which the pilot climbs, dives or keeps his craft in level

flight.

Fm.—The fixed, vertical part of the tail unit. The rudder
is ordinarily hinged to the fin.

Flaps.—Movsible siniaces at the trailing edge, so arranged

that their position and angle in relation to the trailing

edge may be controlled by the pil-ot. They serve as

air brakes, enabling the pilot to steepen the landing
glide without gaining excessive speed, or as dive brakes.

They improve "lift" at low speeds, providing increased

safety and control during take-off and landing. (See

Dive Brakes).
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/7ow//>/^///<'.—Aimall uilli poutDoiis lor laiuliiii; on ualcr.

/ loot Srapldnr.—AiiiiAh u Iiicli operates from water and lias

floats instead ol wheels. Float seaplane should be dis-

lini>uished from Hying boat.

I'lying Boat.—AivcYixh with a hull (similar to a boat) which

lands exclusixely on watei.

rns('l(i^('.—Thv body ol an aim alt in which the pilot, crew

and load are aeconunodated and to which other main
siiuctmal pans arc attachetl.

(;«/;.—The distance between the upper and lower planes of

a biplane.

Gull-Wings—W'iivrs which have marked dihedral angle near

the fuselage, changing abruptly to little or no dihedral

towards the tips ancl resembling the outspread wings

of a "ull. Inverted oull-win<>s have marked anhcdrai

(negative dihedral) near the fuselage, with more or

less dihedral throughout the remainder of their span.

dun Blisters or Gtui Turrets —Gidzed gun positions pro-

truding from sides, top, bottom, nose or tail of aircraft.

In-Line Engines—Motors which consist of one or more

blocks of cylinders arranged in a line, as in automobile

engines. Most in-line engines are liquid cooled.

Lnndl^lane.—Ahcrtih with an undercarriage which permits

landig to be made on earth or hard surface runways.

/ eading Edge.—The forward edge of wings, tail plane, fins,

etc.

A/i///i-£;;g///^.—Aircraft having two or more engines located

in front of the wings equally on each side of the nose.
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Monoplane.—

Low wing —Aircraft with single wing located below

the body of the aircraft.

Mid wing — Aircraft with single wing located about
the middle of the body of the aircraft.

High wing — Aircraft with single wing located above
the body of the aircraft.

iV«c^//^.—Streamlined housing for an engine not mounted
in the fuselage.

Observation P05L—Place where an observer maintains watch.

Observation Post Code Name.—The word and number
which indicate to ADC Headquarters the exact location

of the observation post on a reference map.

Official Observers.—CiviliRn'i appointed to observe and re-

port enemy activity.

Pants.—Stresimlmed housings for the legs of a fixed under-
carriage.

Radial Engine.—That type of engine in which the cylinders

are arranged radially around a central crankshaft.

Usually air-cooled, radial engines are partially enclosed

in a streamlined cowling of circular section. The most
numerous types consist of a single row of seven or nine
cylinders arranged star-wise. Later types, termed "twin-

row" or "double-row" radials, consist of fourteen or
eighteen cylinders arranged radially in two rows.

Retractable (Float, Gun-Turret, PF/z^^/^).—Capable of being

drawn up or folded under the aircraft during flight in

order to reduce head resistance.

Regional Director.—Civilian who is assigned a district in

which to organize and direct chief observers.
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Hoot.— lUc loot ol .1 \\i\v^ is (Ik- poiiu ai whiih it joins the

fuselage.

/I f/rff/^T.— Movable, \eiti(.il siiriiue ordinal il> attached lo

the rear of the fin. It is by means of the rudder that,

under usual Hying conditions, the pilot steers the plane

to left or right.

Scmi-Rctrnctahlc r^rjrfrrrrtrrmgr.—Undercarriage, of which
the wheels are only partly retracted, enabling a safe

landing to be made should the extending mechanism
fail to opeiate.

Single Engine.—Aim dh having one engine, protruding from
nose of aircraft.

5/0/5.—Devices fitted near the leading edge of a wing to im-

prove the plane's "lift" at low speeds. Slots reduce

the stalling speed and make possible low landing and
take-off speeds.

Spon.—ThG distance between the extreme tips of the longest

mainplane.

5pfl/5.—Streamlined housings for the wheels of a fixed under-
carriage.

•

Spinner.—A streamlined cap fitted over the propeller hub to

reduce wind resistance.

Sponsons.—Very short wings (sometimes called "stub wings")

attached to the hull of some flying boats to provide

lateral stability in rough water.

Staggered.—W'htn the lower wing of a biplane is mounted
farther back than the top wing, the wings are said to

be "staggered".
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Stalling Speed.—The speed at which the flying controls be-

come ineffective and the lift derived from airflow is in-

sufficient to sustain flight.

Streamline.—So shaped as to produce the least resistance to

the airflow.

Sweepback (or Swept back).—Term, describing the angular
setting of wings, viewed in plan. Wings which have
sweepback are inclined towards the tail. (Should not be
confused with "taper").

l^ail (or Tail Unit).—The complete assembly of the tail-

plane (s) , elevator (s) , fin (s) and rudder (s).

Tailplane.—The fixed part of the horizontal surfaces of the

tail unit.

Tandem (hi Tandem).—AYra.nged in line one behind the

other.

Taper.—The term applied to the slant of the leading edge
backward, and/or the slant of the trailing edge forward,

of a wing from root to tip.

Technical Adviser.—Ciwili2in acting in an advisory capacity

as to ADC organization policy and/or communication
matters.

Trailing Edge.—The rear edge of wings, tail plane, fins, etc.

Twin Ta?7.—Compound tail unit having two fins and two
rudders.

Unidentified Aircraft.—An aircraft which cannot be identi-

fied as belonging to the United Nations.

Wing Floats.—The floats at the tips of the wings of aircraft

which land in water. They can be either fixed or

retractable.
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PLATE I

AN OUTLINE DRAWING SHOWING

THE PARTS OF AN AIRCRAFT

1. NAVIGATION UCHT

2. UP^EI WING

3 VPUt AllEION

4. WING CINTEI SECTION

5. ^IIOT S COCKPIT

6. FUSELAGE

7 FIN

I (UOOER

TAIl IIGMT

10 ElEVATOK

n. STAIIIIZER

12. TAIl WHEEL

13. STAIIIIZER STRUT

14. LOWER AILERON

\S. irCAR WING STRUT

U. PITOT TUBE (thowi Air Sp««d|

17. LEADING EDGE Of WING

IB. LOWER WING

19. MACHINE GUN

20. WHEEL fANTS .

The Ports of cm Aircraft
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31. LANDING GEAR STRUT

22. WHEELS

23. ENGINE COWLING

24. ENGINE

25. PROPELLER SPINNER

26. LOWER WING

27. CENTER SECTION STiOt

21. FORWARD WING STftUT

29. UPPER WING



PLATE II

Single rudder

TWIN OUTRIGGED RUDDER

TWIN TAIL BOOMS TWIN RUDDERS

Rudder Types
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PLATE in

HIGH WING MONOPLANE

LOW WING MONOPLANE

BIPLANE

BIPLANE SEAPLANE
Types of Aircraft
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PLATE IV

4-ENGINE FLYING BOAT

2-ENGINE FLYING BOAT

SINGLE ENGINE FLYING BOAT

FORWARD (positive) STAGGER BACK (negative) STAGGER

EXAMPLES OF WING STAGGER
Types of Aircraft
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PLATE V

MONOPLANE SEAPLANE

(with single float)

2-ENGINE MONOPLANE SEAPLANE

(with dowble floots)

2-ENGINE MONOPLANE

4. ENGINE MONOPLANE
Types of Aircroit
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PLATE VI
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Wing Types
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PLATE Vn

STRAIGHT
INNER
SECTION

SQUARE TIP

DIHEDRAL

Z
rn
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r

I

TAPERED
OUTER
SECTION

'A

NEGATIVE DIHEDRAL

Wing Types
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PLATE Vni

WING MARKING
(TOP)

FUSELAGE AND FIN MARKING

NATIONAL MARKINGS
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

AIRCRAFT
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PLATE IX

WING MARKING
(TOP)

FUSELAGE AND FIN MARKING

NATIONAL MARKINGS
US ARMY AND NAVY AIRCRAFT
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PLATE X

!• J^

NATIONAL MARKINGS
RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT
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PLATE XI

NATIONAL MARKINGS
GERMAN AIRCRAFT
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PLATE XII

m I III 11HIP II u, amMiaF.TBMi

WING MARKING
(TOP)

I

WING MARKING
(BOTTOM)

FUSELAGE AND FIN MARKING

NATIONAL MARKINGS
JAPANESE AIRCRAFT
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THE AIRCRAFT DETECTION CORPS OF
THE R.C.A.F. ACTS FOR THE AIR FORCE,

NAVY. AND ARMY IN DETECTING AND
REPORTING ENEMY ACTIVITY. BY
WATCHING. LISTENING AND REPORT-
ING, YOU ARE DOING A MUCH NEEDED
WARTIME SERVICE FOR YOUR COUN-
TRY. THE AIR FORCE, NAVY AND ARMY
ARE COUNTING ON YOU TO KEEP
THEM INFORMED OF ANY UNUSUAL
INCIDENT OR SUSPECTED ENEMY
ACTIVITY IN YOUR DISTRICT.




